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Construction continues on Seventh Street between Hayes and Garfield Avenues. The construction is
needed to install pipes for an updated air conditioning system.
A section of Seventh Street was blocked off
last Tuesday because of renovations to Buzzard
Hall.
The portion of Seventh Street that is currently
closed is located between Hayes and Garfield
Avenues. 
Seventh Street will  be shut down while
Physical Plant workers connect Buzzard Hall’s
water supply with the rest of campus.
Commuters will have to find alternative routes
until probably Friday, according to Ted Weidner,
the director of Eastern’s Physical Plant.
Weidner has said that new pipe is being laid so
that chilled water can pass through. The reason
for this is so an air conditioning system can inter-
connect the systems of four campus structures.
Weidner added that the buildings which will
benefit from the construction include Booth
Library, the Life Sciences Building, the Fine Arts
Building and Buzzard.
– Staff report
When will it end?
Campus construction causes detours
By MATT ERICKSON
Managing editor
Last  summer,  Eastern’s
campus and the Charleston
community were both buzzing
with talks of rape. Two separate
incidents in May, 1996, touched
off somewhat of a controversy.
Wednesday, that controversy
came to a head when Circuit
Judge Ashton Waller convicted
Shavun M. Hawkins,  21,  of
Richton Park, for the rape of a
22-year-old Charleston woman
last May 31.
Waller has scheduled a proba-
tionary hearing for Tuesday, but
Hawkins will be jailed until that
time.
Hawkins faces a mandatory
sentence of at least four years in
prison.
Waller scheduled Hawkins’
sentencing hearing for Sept. 2,
but that date could be moved to
Aug. 18 if Hawkins’ attorney,
Public Defender Lonnie Lutz,
can make necessary arrange-
ments.
Hawkins was also found
guilty of the attempted rape of a
second woman after raping the
first. To go along with those
sexual assault charges, Hawkins
convicted of residential burglary
and attempted criminal sexual
assault.
The trial  in Coles County
Circuit Court lasted two days.
Both women were able to
identify Hawkins as their
attacker, with their stories not
surprisingly similar.
Waller acquitted Hawkins of
a second count  of  cr iminal
sexual assault, which alleged he
raped the first woman under the
threat or use of force. Waller
decided there was no hard
evidence that Hawkins used any
force against the 21-year-old.
The sexual assault  charge
Waller found Hawkins guilty of
contended that he engaged in
intercourse with the woman
while she was unable to give her
consent. Since she was sleeping
at the time, the woman could
not consent to the act.
Both women said they awoke
in the middle of the night to find
Hawkins in their  rooms,
attacking them. According to a
Charleston Times-Courier re-
port, the 22-year-old, an Eastern
student ,  test if ied to Waller
Tuesday that she awoke around
3:30 a.m. and found Hawkins
engaging in sexual intercourse
with her at her residence on
Fourth Street.
Hawkins had al legedly
attended a party on Fourth
Street earlier that morning.
The second woman, a former
Eastern student who is now 23,
said Wednesday in court that
she heard someone entering her
room at  her  Edgar Avenue
residence around 5 a.m. the
same morning as the first attack.
According to the Times-
Courier, when the woman asked
the man what he was doing in
her room, he replied he was
there “to kick it with you.” This
made the woman believe he was
planning on raping her.
Lutz’ closing arguments in
the two-day trial attacked the
Hawkins found
guilty of rape to
former student
Four-year imprisonment
very least for 21-year-old
By DAN FIELDS
Editor in chief
Tuesday, the Faculty Senate will hear from Harry
Nelsen, the former director of academic computing in
relation to why he was fired from his post and also how
the department had planned to restructure itself.
Nelsen submitted a letter June 23 to the senate
regarding his termination from the university. The letter
was in the communications portion of the minutes from
the senate’s last meeting on June 24.
Nelsen was fired from his position on June 12 for
unknown reasons and was replaced by former infor-
mation systems and technical support director Bill Wits-
man.
Nelsen worked in the computer and telecommuni-
cations services division, which is under the university’s
Business Affairs administration.
Nelsen has previously said he didn’t know why
specifically he was fired, only that “(the) two things I
heard was (lack of)  teamwork and gross insubo-
rdination.”
Another item the senate is slated to go over is the
agenda for the upcoming Board of Trustees meeting.
Also, senate member Anne Zahlan indicated in the
minutes of the previous meeting that the committee will
make recommendations for replacements on recent
vacancies.
The meeting is scheduled to begin at 1:30 p.m. in the
BOG Room of Booth Library.
Nelsen to explain letter to Faculty Senate
Former director of academic computing to speak at Tuesday’s meeting
See RAPE page 2
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Spotlight News
DOVER, Del. (AP) –
Samantha Knapp won’t be
hanging up her college diploma
anytime soon – she’s received a
bachelor ’s in ‘scince.’ Her
sheepskin, in fancy script,
omits the first “e’’ from “sci-
ence.’’ 
Registrar Richard France of
Wesley College in Dover said
there were three misspelled
‘scince’ diplomas made by
Jostens, a Minnesota printing
company.
“I wouldn’t want a client to
see my ‘Bachelor of Scince’
degree,’’ said Ms. Knapp, a par-
alegal graduate.
College officials caught only
one of the misspellings among
129 bachelor of science diplo-
mas given out during com-
mencement in May.
“We do four million diplo-
mas a year. Our accuracy rate is
99.8 percent. But occasionally,
there are errors,’’ said Jostens
spokeswoman Cindy Serratore.
College officials said they
will give Ms. Knapp a replace-
ment diploma, like they did for
classmate Amy Sue Group
Faircloth.
Ms. Faircloth said she never
noticed the missing “e.’’
Something else caught her eye,
though – her last name was
omitted.
Graduate receives
degree in ‘scince’
NEW YORK (AP) – Seven
dogs ate the body of their ter-
minally-ill owner, who died in
his apartment over the Fourth
of July weekend.
The discovery was made
Thursday night at the man’s
Manhattan apartment, police
said Saturday. They were
called by neighbors who com-
plained of a foul odor and
barking dogs in the sixth-floor
apartment.
The 51-year-old man, whose
name was not released, was
last seen by neighbors on July
5. Police said most of his body
had been eaten.
John Mercado, a friend of
the man, said the victim had
AIDS. He had no family and
“carried the picture of the dogs
in his wallet,’’ Mercado said.
An autopsy will  be per-
formed to determine the cause
of death.
The dogs were taken to an
animal control center, and their
fate was not known. They can-
not get the human AIDS virus,
said Fred Winters,  of the
Department of Health.
After owner is dead
for 5 days, dogs eat him
PHILADELPHIA (AP) –
Samuel Stillman isn’t just a
mortician who grew up in South
Philly. He’s Lord of the Manor
of Haccombe Newton Abbot.
Stillman, 80, bought the title
several weeks ago.
“To the Americans, this is a
little odd. I do believe I’m the
only one in Philadelphia,’’
Stillman, who lives in suburban
Lower Merion, told The
Philadelphia Inquirer for a story
published Friday.
He wouldn’t reveal the cost
of the title, which refers to a
property in English but doesn’t
give him ownership of any land
or buildings.
Such titles sell for as low as
$9,000 but usually for about
$17,000, said Robert Smith,
chairman of the Manorial
Society of Great Britain in
London, which auctions them.
“The closest analogy is prob-
ably personalized license
plates,’’ said Robert Chatterton
Dickson of the British Embassy
in Washington.
Philadelphia mortician
buys an English title
21-year-old woman’s testimony that she took allergy
medication earlier in the day before consuming three
alcoholic beverages, which caused her to be very tired
when she went to bed.
But State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson’s counter
argument brought up the first woman’s testimony that
she recalled being completely awake and coherent
once she realized she was being sexually assaulted.
Hawkins did not take the witness stand during the
trial. He was taken into custody immediately after the
trial’s conclusion because he is not eligible for proba-
tion.
RAPE from page one
Don’t pack your stuff
The way this guys doing it!
P a c
(downstairs under bowling alley in union)
EVERETT, Wash. (AP) – “I’ve
done nothing wrong,’’ Pushp
Grover insists, but the govern-
ment wants more than her word.
It wants her fingerprints, and
those, try as she might, she cannot
give.
A native of India who has lived
in America since 1970, Grover
decided last year to apply for U.S.
citizenship. That meant her fin-
gerprints had to be checked
against the FBI’s criminal records.
But such a requirement is no
simple matter for Grover – nor, as
it turns out, for millions of other
people.
Every year, new categories of
Americans, from teachers to bank
customers to driver’s license
applicants, are being told to lay
down their digits to prove who
they are. Trouble is, not everyone
can, and as we become a finger-
printed nation, Grover’s odd
predicament may seem all too
commonplace.
Eleven times since May 1996,
her smooth, fine-skinned fingers
have been inked and rolled onto
cards. Eleven times, black
smudges have appeared where
patterns of arches, loops and
whorls ought to be.
The government’s form letters
soon became as predictable as
they were maddening: Your prints
are unreadable; please submit
another set.
Grover, a quiet, gracious
woman whose entire criminal
record consists of a $10 speeding
ticket in 1979, says the whole
frustrating affair has made her
feel like a suspect character.
“I’m not a criminal, by any
means,’’ she says. “At work, peo-
ple are so surprised. They say,
‘You are a model citizen. Why are
you having a problem like this?’
Why, indeed?”
Law-and-order types say the
spread of fingerprinting will cre-
ate a safer, more secure world
through “robust identification.’’
Civil libertarians see a dangerous
slide toward a police state.
Both sides, however, may be
giving the craft of collecting and
matching fingerprints too much
credit. A closer look reveals it’s
not the foolproof, universal means
of identification that many
assume it to be. As the uses of fin-
gerprinting multiply, so do oppor-
tunities for unbending institutions,
armed with imperfect technolo-
gies, to get befuddled by fingers
that don’t fit the mold.
LOS ANGELES (AP) –
Gasoline prices dropped another
penny at the pump but the yearlong
decline may be nearing an end, an
industry analyst said Sunday.
The average retail price of gaso-
line nationwide, including all
grades and taxes, was about $1.24
1/2 cents on Friday, down a bit
more than a penny per gallon from
two weeks earlier, according to the
Lundberg Survey of 10,000 sta-
tions nationwide.
Prices have dropped nearly 6.5
cents per gallon since the begin-
ning of the year, a continuous drop
broken by just a single increase in
May.
The price on Sunday was more
than 8 cents lower than the average
of $1.33 per gallon recorded for
July 12, 1996.
But prices may start edging up
soon, warned oil industry analyst
Trilby Lundberg.
For one thing, retailers pretty
much have passed on to customers
the savings from lower crude oil
prices earlier in the year, she said.
Some wholesale markets also are
showing price increases.
At self-service pumps, the aver-
age nationwide price of gasoline,
including taxes, was $1.1907 for
unleaded regular, $1.2928 for mid-
grade and $1.3745 for premium.
At full-serve pumps, regular was
$1.5682, mid-grade was $1.6532
and premium was $1.7223.
Gas prices continue to decrease
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) – A grand jury investi-
gating allegations of a larger conspiracy and govern-
ment coverup in the Oklahoma City bombing will
hear testimony from witnesses who say they saw
Timothy McVeigh with others the morning of the
attack.
Among those subpoenaed to testify Monday is
Kyle Hunt, a banker who has said he saw a Ryder
truck followed by a light-colored sedan driven by
McVeigh near the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building
about 30 minutes before the explosion. Hunt has
said two passengers were in the car.
State Rep. Charles Key and Glenn Wilburn, an
Oklahoma City accountant who lost two grandsons
in the blast, believe that others besides Timothy
McVeigh and Terry Nichols participated in the April
19, 1995, bombing that killed 168 people. They also
allege agents of the federal Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms had prior knowledge of a
bombing plot.
Federal officials have said they doubt a larger
conspiracy and vehemently deny any foreknowledge
of the attack.
Key is one of the witnesses subpoenaed to appear
this week.
McVeigh was convicted on federal murder and
conspiracy charges last month and sentenced to
death. Terry Nichols, the only other person charged
in the bombing, is scheduled to stand trial Sept. 29
on the same charges.
McVeigh witnesses to testify
Fingerprinting on the rise
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SIZZLING SAVINGS!
348-
8282
426 W.
Lincoln
Lunch Special
1 Small  2 Topping
Pizza & 2 Cokes
Large 
1 Topping
16” with 2
Toppings
$599 $799
$999+tax
+tax
+tax
Expires 30 days.  Additional Toppings 70¢.  
Not valid w/ any other coupon.
Expires 30 days.  Additional Toppings $1.00.  
Not valid w/ any other coupon.
Expires 30 days.  Additional Toppings $1.25.  
Not valid w/ any other coupon.
$100 Vodka Collins
$100 Old Style Light
25¢ Chicken Wings
Come Visit the Lounge
1405 4th St 
Charleston 348-8343IIn  tthe  Lounge
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday
Specials
Monday Dinner Special
$7.95     1/2  slab ribs, fries, & slaw
Tuesday Dinner Special
$6.95      Ka-bob double deal dinner
(chicken, steak, or veggie)
choice of potato, & roll
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Eloise Newby discusses the history of the Coles County Fair Sunday
afternoon in the Dudley House.
By DIANA HOLIC
Staff writer
Eloise Newby presented
“Goin’ to the Fair” to the Coles
County Historical  Society
Sunday afternoon at the Dudley
House.
Newby discussed 143 years of
Coles County Fair  history.
Newby’s discussion included the
first  fair,  which was held in
1841. Newby said this one-day
event was held on the north end
of town outside of the former
Brown Shoe Factory.
The next fair was not held
until 1855 and, according to
Newby, that is when the phrase
“Goin’ to the Fair” began.
“People were excited about
the fair returning, and the phrase
was used in an old art icle I
found in the library,” Newby
said.
Newby has spent months
researching the history of the
fair at the library, and she is still
learning more. She says she is
always meeting new people with
more stories to tell.
“It is interesting to see how
they did it then, and compare it
to how we do things now,”
Newby said.
Some of the interesting stories
she told included the contests
that were once held at the fair.
Young girls used to compete
in dress making and quilt con-
tests. One of the more interest-
ing stories, according to Newby,
happened in 1917 when the fair-
grounds were destroyed by a tor-
nado in May, but were rebuilt in
time for the September fair.
“My family has been involved
with the fair for five genera-
tions,” said Newby, adding that
her grandfather had a food stand
at the fair in the 1940s. This
year, Newby continues to be
involved at the fair as the super-
intendent of the Art Hall.
This year’s fair will be held
from July 27 to August 2 and
Newby encourages everyone to
attend.
“Tell everyone to come out
and be a part of history,” said
Newby about Illinois’ longest
running county fair. “It takes
everybody to put on a fair.”
Before the presentation, the
society was looking forward to
an entertaining lecture from
Newby, said Mary Anne Hanner,
chairperson of the society’s pub-
lic relations committee.
“She is very enthusiastic
when it  comes to the fair,”
Hanner said. “She will get us all
excited about the upcoming
fair.”
The Coles County Historical
Society has 200 plus members,
and membership is open to any-
one interested in local history.
‘Goin’ to the Fair’
Society learns about event’s 143-year history
ATLANTA (AP) – Government
scientists reiterated their warning
that HIV-infected people should
avoid deep kissing after a report
that a man with bleeding gums
apparently transmitted the virus to a
woman through a kiss.
It was the first reported case of
HIV transmission through a kiss,
but the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention emphasized that the
virus was transmitted via the man’s
blood, not his saliva.
There are no reported cases of
people becoming infected with the
AIDS virus through saliva.
The CDC said the case is the
very reason why, beginning in
1986, they started cautioning cou-
ples against deep kissing if one of
them has the AIDS virus. Scientists
are mostly concerned because of
the possibility of bleeding gums –
not saliva.
“It’s not likely, but we believe it
can happen and that is the impor-
tance of this case,’’ said Dr. Scott
Holmberg, a CDC medical epi-
demiologist.
The man and woman had gum
disease and poor oral hygiene. He
had bad breath and hairlike growths
on his tongue, a symptom that
sometimes plagues people with the
AIDS virus, the CDC said.
Her gum disease had weakened
and thinned her gums, making it
easier for the virus to get into her
blood.
The man’s gums often bled when
he brushed and flossed his teeth.
The couple usually had sex and
kissed at night after he brushed, the
CDC said.
The couple said they always
used a condom during sex. They
said it tore once, but that was
before the period the CDC believes
she was infected. The couple also
had oral sex but denied having con-
tact with blood or semen.
“We think it’s highly unlikely
that’s how it was transmitted, but
we cannot definitively rule it out,’’
Holmberg said.
Researchers have found a protein
in saliva that keeps the virus from
infecting white blood cells.
A case of deep kissing
infects woman with HIV PHOENIX (AP) – Death row inmates in Texasmake dolls and pants.
Missouri killers work in a metal shop and
Tennessee’s type away on computers.
But none is allowed outside to work in the light of
day.
“That is their world,’’ Tennessee Department of
Correction spokeswoman Pam Gehman said.
In Arizona, however, it’s a different world – one
where death row inmates are required to toil in an
outdoor vegetable garden yards away from a chain-
link fence that runs along a public road.
Some critics are questioning Arizona’s make-
them-work policy after a botched escaped attempt
Wednesday that left a condemned inmate and his
wife dead not far from the garden.
Floyd Bennett Thornton Jr., 36, and Rebecca Lynn
Thornton, 38, were killed after she began firing a
rifle and handgun while he worked in the garden at
Arizona State Prison in Florence.
Thornton – who killed an elderly man after an ear-
lier escape from jail – was working with 15 other
death row inmates several yards from the security
fence.
Mrs. Thornton drove up to the fence and began
shooting. Her husband bolted toward her after cut-
ting his ankle restraints with a razor. Guards killed
Mrs. Thornton, but it was still unclear Thursday who
killed her husband.
“Eyewitnesses at the scene reported that she did
shoot him,’’ prison spokeswoman Camilla Strongin
said. “There are also witness accounts of him saying,
‘Shoot me. I’m sorry things went wrong.’’’
Arizona Corrections Director Terry Stewart said
he may change the work program, which started in
1995 as part of a get-tough package requiring prison-
ers to work at least 40 hours a week.
Prison officials from some of the 33 other states
with death row inmates said they were surprised that
condemned prisoners were working outside near a
public road.
“That a death-row inmate could get that close to a
fence and that a civilian could get close enough to
shoot him, I was astounded,’’ said Steve King, direc-
tor of research and planning for the Nebraska
Correctional Department.
Prison labor policies vary, with many states keep-
ing death row inmates in their cells almost all day
with no opportunity to work.
In states where they can work, condemned prison-
ers are usually limited to custodial or clerical jobs
within prison walls. Arizona is the only state permit-
ting them to work in the fresh air and sunshine.
Texas death row inmates work inside sewing
pants for correctional officer uniforms.
“For security reasons – only pants,’’ said Larry
Fitzgerald, a spokesman for the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice. “The shirts are made elsewhere so
they won’t get a full correctional officer’s uniform.’’
The seven women on Texas death row make dolls,
which are so popular there is a waiting list for
orders.
Arizona criticized over use of inmates
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“The people’s safety is the highestlaw.
–Anonymous
today’s quote
Does Congress care about smokes, social security?
Although a panel from the Food and Drug
Administration recently approved a new form of eye
laser surgery, the group should conduct more thorough
research before allowing public to become a part of
this latest technology.
The panel voted Friday that a new laser, named
LASIK, should be given the OK for approval. But
since the FDA wants more information on the laser, it
won’t be able to go public until next year, at the very
earliest.
In an Associated Press
article, an FDA adviser said
the LASIK laser could be
more beneficial to patients
than the current laser used – photorefractive keratecto-
my, also known as PRK.
“LASIK can be more satisfactory to patients than
PRK,” said Dr. Woodford Van Meter of the University
of Kentucky. “It clearly is effective.”
But the problem with approval of this laser is that
only very skilled eye surgeons would be able to use
the laser effectively.
According to the article, the FDA said that the
LASIK laser surgery is so complicated of a surgery
that it depends heavily on the skill of the operating
surgeon.
“It’s not a drive-through procedure,” said Dr.
Marian Macsai, the director of West Virginia’s
Medical Eye bank.
The article noted there are many examples that doc-
tors can do to correct nearsightedness in their patients.
Some examples listed included the reshaping of
patients’ corneas by making tiny incisions with a
knife. Another way the procedure is used is to blast
the cornea with a cold beam of ultraviolet light from a
different kind of laser.
Dr. George Waring, a professor at Emory
University who helped develop the laser for Summit
Technology, said that this laser can only be beneficial
to new patients.
“From the patients’ point of view, this is a much
more user-friendly procedure (than PRK),” he said in
the article.
Although it may work just fine, more studies on the
laser should be done before its release to the public
market.
Although highly-skilled surgeons may be able to
use the laser, what about the doctors who are not as
qualified who want to make a quick buck? In the arti-
cle, Emory is charging $2,400 per eye for the proce-
dure.
It may be in a patient’s best interest to be just that –
patient. If some type of flaw is found with this laser, it
could save the sight of those who might have had this
procedure before extensive testing was done.
Editorial
IT’S 1997, DO YOU KNOW
WHERE YOUR KIDS ARE. 
Box offices figures would
have me thinking that they are in
a theater seeing “Men in Black”
for the sixth time.
Approximately 40 State
Attorney Generals would have us
believe instead that they are out
somewhere smoking. For thirty
years, various groups have been
looking for a way to defeat the
tobacco companies.
Like every other industry (or
person) that was profitable, they were dangerous to the
egalitarian do-gooders of this country.  When all other
angels had failed, the coalition of Attorney Generals and
lawyers used the only political wild card that remained –
the children. When it came down to crunch time, nobody
really cared that cigarettes kill or that cigarettes are
addictive, we all knew that. For the critical mass of out-
rage to be reached, it took the discovery that the tobacco
companies may have been engaged in advertising that
appealed to minors.
One provision of the settlement recently reached
between the two sides states that tobacco companies will
now be required to assume the responsibility for pre-
venting kids from smoking. Imagine the relief felt by
millions of parents nationwide. 
The government feels your pain. They know how
much of a nuisance it is to engage in mindless chores
like raising your kids when you could be out getting two
more years of government subsidized education or, per-
haps, purchasing some California marijuana for that
headache.
In addition to babysitting, the industry must also end
all youth marketing, all outdoor marketing, all marketing
at sports events, all marketing in color, all marketing
using human or cartoon characters, all internet market-
ing, all promotional marketing...this goes on and on. In
essence, they are banned from doing business.
This agreement is awaiting approval or rejection by
Congress. Well Mr. Durbin, Ms. Moseley-Braun, and
Mr. Poshard, listen up. If you want to do something nice
for the children (those that
aren’t aborted, that is), quit
spending so much time trying
to save us from ourselves –
save us from you. 
A great place to start would
be the Social Security program.
In a recent poll of people age
18 to 34, more believe in the
existence of UFOs (46%) than
believe that Social Security
will be around for them (28%).
This means either that we have
been doing our homework
(what’s that?) or that Will Smith and Tommy Lee Jones
are better heroes than Bill Clinton and Newt Gingrich.
Making up over one-fifth of the federal budget, Social
Security should be a key consideration point for those
trying so hard to balance that budget. However, due to
the power of interest groups, it was taken off of the table
before negotiations began.
How out of control is this program? The $334 billion
spent in 1995 will be about $700 billion by 2010 without
reform. This may be an understatement because 2010 is
also the year when many baby boomers will begin to
retire. If you are bummed over the $5 trillion national
debt, consider this. If the government had to account for
its unfunded pension liability (i.e., Social Security) the
way businesses do, the national debt would actually be
around $17 trillion.
Put plainly, those who claim to be protecting Social
Security are, in fact, guaranteeing its failure. Plans for
reform (e.g. privatization, payroll tax changes) are out
there, but until our friends on Capitol Hill allow them to
be discussed, the status quo will prevail.
I hope to retire by 2035. That is five full years after
the current Social Security system will go bankrupt.
That, along with the inevitable ban on red meat and alco-
hol, is probably going to make me pretty angry. That
kind of stress will be hard to deal with. Maybe I’ll have
a smoke.
– Brian Anderson is a regular columnist for The Daily
Eastern News. His e-mail address is cubea@pen.eiu.edu
“When all other
angels had failed,
the coalition of
Attorney Generals
and lawyers used
the only political
wild card that
remained – the
children.”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u d b f @ p e n . e i u . e d u
Different type of eye
laser surgery should
be met with caution
BRIAN ANDERSON
REGULAR
COLUMNIST
The Daily Eastern news encourages
letters to the editor concerning local,
state, national or international issues.
Letters should be less than 250
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author’s
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included.
If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at the
discretion of the editorial page editor
or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
Letter policy
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WEIU offering 'different tastes' for listeners 
By MATT ERICKSON 
Managing editor 
Most Eastern students have 
been in this scenario: driving 
along Lincoln Avenue, trying to 
decide which fast-food joint has 
the best 11 p.m. frie s . And lo 
and behold - there ' s nothing 
good on the radio. 
Surprise, surprise, in 
Charleston - where a good coun-
try/western station is considered 
the closest thing to what 's hip 
and cool, dude, for the kids these 
days. 
According to Adam Thurman 
at 88.9, WEIU-FM , that situa-
tion is going to change in the 
near future. 
WEIU-FM is in the middle of 
an expansion process. Currently, 
the station operates from 8 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. daily. This past week-
end, WEIU began its Saturday 
operation , going on the air at 
noon and running until 6 p.m. 
Come fall semester, WEIU 
will go full-time - from 8 a.m. 
to midnight. According to 
Thurman , who has been at 
WEIU for 2 1 /2 years, the for-
mat of the show is variety -
packed, so there is " something 
for everyone." 
" People need to give us a 
try," Thurman said. "There are 
so many different people run-
ning the station, so there are a 
lot of different tastes. Some will 
like it , and some won ' t. But 
we'll have something for every-
one." 
The current format: from 8 
After money problems, 
ValuJet switches name 
ATLANTA (AP) - A blue-and-
yellow caitoon character mascot. 
Workers clad in khakis and 
polo shirts. Airport playgrounds 
and trivia contests. 
ValuJet basked in its success as 
an upstart, low-cost airline. 
But its casua l personality 
couldn ' t help it rebound from the 
deadly crash of one of its planes 
last year in the Everglades. 
Still, the sun is rising on a new 
era. 
After failing to climb out of a 
financial abyss caused by the 
crash , the airline on Thursday 
announced a takeover of AirTran 
Airways for $66.3 million in 
stock. The takeover will erase 
ValuJet ' s name , the smiling 
Critter mascot from its planes and 
- executives hope - its checkered 
past. 
Analysts said the deal is risky 
because of Va luJet ' s shaky 
finances but its most positive 
impact is eliminating the ValuJet 
name, which became synonymous 
with the May 11 , 1996, crash that 
killed all 110 people on board. 
"I would have done that a long 
time ago," said Steven Lewins of 
Gruntal & Co. in New York. 
Adopting the AirTran name "at 
least has the advantage that 
nobody knows them. I think 
(ValuJet) has been just crucified," 
said Morten Beyer, an airline con-
sultant in McLean, Va. 
ValuJet soared to success for 
more than two yeai·s after it land-
ed in Delta Air Lines ' back yard 
in 1993 with budget fares and a 
casual philosophy rarely seen in 
the buttoned-down airline indus-
try. 
T he company tapped then-
Continental Airlines president 
Lewis Jordan, who favored polo 
shirts at1d khaki pants to business 
suits, to run ValuJet's day-to-day 
operations. 
a .m. to noon, classical. From 
noon to 4 p.m ., jazz. From 4 
p.m. to 6 p.m. alternative rock. 
And on Friday ' s , Adam ' s 
"baby" - in the 4-6 p.m. slot, his 
rap show. 
"This is something I person-
ally wanted to do (as far as 
helping this station get going)," 
Thurman said. "Right now, we 
need some promotions. We want 
to get the ball rolling." 
Thurman said there are new 
students in charge of running 
the station, and the format has 
Chow down 
been a bit "revamped." 
Among the most appealing 
aspects of WEJU - it's commer-
cial-free. Thurman also said the 
variety of music played on the 
station puts it in a league ahead 
of its competitors. 
" Other stations - they have 
only one th ing that they do ," 
Thurman said. "We have a little 
bit of everything. You ' ll hear 
stuff here you won't be able to 
hear anywhere else." 
He attributes that to the 
multi-faceted musical tastes of 
the student disc jockeys. His 
show, the 4-6 p.m. Friday rap 
show, he believes, is especially 
varied. 
"The hours of rap that we do 
is more than all the other sta-
tions around here put together," 
Thurman said. "There's a lot of 
underground rap (being played). 
Maybe some people can hear it 
at home, but they won ' t usually 
hear it here." 
Not until WEIU and Thurman 
get it on the air, anyway. 
For the time being, Thurman 
said the station 's only real flaw 
is getting its message out. 
"Our main problem right 
now is exposure ," Thurman 
said. " We fee l we do things 
better than almost anyone in 
this area. There's no commer-
cials , and if you like a certain 
style we ' ll be playing it. We 
offer a different means of 
entertainment that is not avail-
ab le anywhere else." 
And the request lines are 
always open. 
JOHN BATES/Photo editor 
" People wil l fee l more at 
ease ," predicted Demetrice 
Williams, a customer service rep-
resentative for ValuJet in Atlanta. 
" It will dispel all the heebie-jee-
b ies some people get hearing 
about the crash. " ValuJ et will 
take the smaller airline ' s name 
when the deal is complete in a 
few months. The new company 
likely will be based in Orlando, 
Fla. 
Along with low fares came 
ticketless reservations and no in-
fli gh t meals. ValuJet placed 
bright-colored playgrounds at air-
po1t gates and held trivia contests 
for passengers. ParUdpants in the Kankakee Upward-Bound Program enjoy a picnic Sunday with visiting family members 
in the Campus Pond Pavilion. The program enables high school students to get a taste of college life. 
LEGAL NOTICE 
Entry Level Police Officer Testing 
Board of Fire and Police Commissioners, City of Charleston, IL, 
hereby gives notice of the process for establishing an eligibility 
list for Police Officer with the Charleston Police Department. 
Applicants must be U.S. citizens, at least 21 years of age, and pos-
sess a high school diploma or an equivalent high school 
education. 
Applications are available at the Municipal Building, 520 
Jackson Avenue, Charleston, IL. Deadline for applications will 
be Friday, August 22, 1997 at 4:00 pm in the Municipal Building. 
Upon receipt of application, applicants will be assigned a firm 
date for physical aptitude testing. Said testing shall take place at 
Eastern Illinois University September 5, 1997 and September 12, 
1997. Failure to appear for scheduled physical aptitude 
testing will result in applicant disqualification. 
Applicants successfully completing the physical aptitude test are 
required to attend an orientation meeting and to take a written 
examination at Eastern Illinois University on Saturday, October 
11, 1997. 
Henry H. Davis, Chairman Fire and Police Board 
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One Topping Pizza 
ti A Family-Size Salad and 
ti A 2-Liter Bottle of Coca-Cola 
$13.10 with a (16") Large Pizza. 
Good on Carry-Out 7 Days a Week 
thru 8/10/97 at participating stores. 
10 oz. FREE Dressing w /Salad. 
0 
Charleston 
909 18th Street 
348-7515 
With One Topping 
(excluding extra cheese) 
$845 
$9.45 with a Large (16") Pizza. 
Good on Carry-Out 7 Days a Week 
thru 8/10/97 at participating stores. 
Extra toppings available 
at additional charge. 
Charleston 
909 18th Street 
348-7515 
DELIVERED FOR JUST $1 MORE! 
Limited lJdivery Arc,1 
-----.i 
MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVID-
UALS NEEDED TO WORK
WEEKENDS in a small group
home with DD individuals.
Applications may be picked up at
415 4th Street or call Regina at
348-1723.
_______________________7/14
GET A JUMP ON FALL
EMPLOYMENT BEFORE
EVERYBODY ELSE GETS
BACK. Great morning job. Work
as a housekeeper in a 15-bed
community oriented group home.
Hours: 7-10am M-F. Apply at
Alpha House 1701 18th
Charleston. 345-4224.
_______________________7/30
HELP WANTED. CHARLESTON
LUMBER IS LOOKING FOR
WAREHOUSE HELP AND
DELIVERY PEOPLE. If you have
worked at a lumberyard or hard-
ware store please apply. We are
located at 202 6th Street. No
phone calls. Salary will be deter-
mined by qualifications.
_______________________7/30
ACCOMPANIST/CHOIR DIREC-
TOR/ASSISTANT ORGANIST. 5-
6 hours per week and Sunday
morning. Beginning in
September. Submit resume by 7-
25-97 at First United Methodist
Church 1601 Charleston Ave
Mattoon 61938.
_______________________7/23
LOOKING FOR FALL EMPLOY-
MENT. Start before everybody
else gets back to school. We’re
looking for highly motivated peo-
ple to work with individuals with
developmental disabilities in a
community oriented group home.
qualif ied individual would be
involved in many aspects of resi-
dents’ lives, so we need staff who
are motivated, full of patience,
creative, and willing to work as
part of a team. Apply at Alpha
House. 1701 18th Charleston.
345-4224.
_______________________7/30
EXPANDING CHICAGOLAND
COMPANY seeks well-spoken,
goal-oriented individuals for
career in sales. Excellent benefit
package. Fax resume and salary
requirements to Dave at 708-333-
7775.
_______________________7/30
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information.
_______________________7/30
SAVE ON YOUR AUTO OR
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE by
calling BILL HALL AT 345-7023
OR STOP BY HALL INSUR-
ANCE 1010 EAST LINCOLN.
_______________________7/30
4 BEDROOM APARTMENT-2
SUBLESSORS NEEDED. $125
per person. Call 348-8209 or 345-
4494.
_______________________7/21
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
FALL 97/SPRING 98.
$190/month. 9th street house,
348-7948. Leave message for
Joe or Doug.
_______________________7/14
NEED ROOMMATE: Need
female roommate For fall and
Spring. New clean apartment on
Lincoln Ave. Call 345-5022 or
345-9310.
______________________7/14
ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
FALL 97/SPRING 98 school year.
$185 a month. 348-0749.
_______________________7/30
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
FALL AND SPRING. Nice two
bedroom house on Jackson
Street. Call 348-5920 and leave a
message for Jori.
_______________________7/28
QUIET MALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED for deluxe 2 bedroom
apartment. Close to campus. no
pets, smoking or parties. Rent
$200 each. 348-0979.
_______________________7/30
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
AUGUST 1. Fully furnished.
Laundry facilities. Off street park-
ing. Trash pickup. Must see! 349-
8824 (9-5) or leave message.
_______________________7/30
CLEAN, UNFURNISHED HOUS-
ES NEAR CAMPUS for clean,
responsible non-smokers.  No
pets.  345-2564.
_______________________7/30
4 PEOPLE NEEDED for beautiful
new 4 bedroom apartments,
close to campus, hardwood
floors, cathedral ceilings, central
air...this is not your typical student
rental!  Great for grad students!
348-0819 leave message.
_______________________7/30
CALL TODAY for newly furnished
apartment.  Across from Carman
Hall.  Air, Pool, Parking.  LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE 345-6000.
_______________________7/30
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED 3 AND 4 BED-
ROOM HOUSES FOR 97-98
SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month, 12
month lease. Call 345-3148.
_______________________7/30
DELUXE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT FOR QUIET OLDER STU-
DENTS. Close to campus. No
pets, smoking or parties. Rent
$200 each. 348-0979.
_______________________7/30
ROOM & BOARD AVAILABLE: 2
females, non-smokers, home
environment, meals and close to
campus. 345-1284.
_______________________7/14
5 BEDROOM 1 BLOCK FORM
CAMPUS. Call Bill Hall at Leland
Hall Real Estate 
345-7023
______________________ 7/14
UNFURNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT $155 per month
Call Bill Hall at Leland Hall Real
Estate 345-7023
______________________ 7/14
TIMBERWOODS MOBILE
HOMES PARK. Nice 2 bedroom
mobile home, efficient, $250-
300/month. Water and garbage
included. No pets. 345-4508.
_______________________7/23
NICE 2 BEDROOM HOUSE,
never been a rental. Large deck
and screened porch. Water and
garbage included. No pets.
$540/month. 345-4508.
_______________________7/23
1 MALE ROOMMATE, Royal
Heights Apartments. 3 bedroom
furnished. Gail Poteete 345-5088
Chad Hamilton (618)566-7822.
_______________________7/16
4 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT. 1 block North of
Lincoln on 9th street. $200/month
for 4 people. No pets. Call 345-
6621.
_______________________7/30
3 BEDROOM RANCH HOUSE.
Familyroom, fireplace. Attached 2
car garage. Central air/heat. Only
$1070/month. Call 345-9310.
_______________________7/14
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX LOCAT-
ED 1/2 BLOCK NORTH OF
GRANT—NEWLY REMODELED.
IN QUIET RESIDENTIAL AREA.
WASHER/DRYER. EXTRA
LARGE FRONT YARD AND
BACKYARD. SHOWN BY
APPOINTMENT. CALL 348-0157
OR 345-5148.
______________________ 7/30
2 BEDROOM HOUSE WITH
GARAGE. IN CHARLESTON. No
pets. 217-932-6037.
______________________ 7/23
3 BEDROOM HOUSE MID CAM-
PUS LOCATION IN RESIDEN-
TIAL AREA NEAR GREEK
COURT. REMODELED KITCHEN
AND LIVING ROOM.
WASHER/DRYER AND PRIVATE
BACKYARD PATIO AREA.
SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT.
CALL 348-0157 OR 348-6411.
______________________ 7/30
WANTED: SINGLE FEMALE TO
SHARE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT for Fall and Spring
semester. 2 1/2 year old duplex, 2
blocks east of Old Main and 1/2
block north of Lincoln. Shown by
appointment. Call 348-0157 or
345-5148.
_______________________7/30
9TH STREET MID CAMPUS
LOCATION, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE.
RECENTLY REMODELED.
LARGE SUNDECK. SOME
ROOMS LARGE ENOUGH TO
ACCOMMODATED 2 OR 3 PEO-
PLE. SHOWN BY APPOINT-
MENT. CALL 348-0157 OR 345-
5148.
______________________ 7/30
1 PERSON NEEDED FOR
NEWLY REMODELED EFFI-
CIENCY APARTMENT. AC, trash,
water and parking included in
rent. Call 348-0819. Leave mes-
sage.
______________________ 7/30
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY with
kitchen, small, clean, convenient,
$270. Century 21 Wood R.E.,
345-4489, Jim Wood, broker. 
_______________________7/30
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
affordable for 2. $480 per month.
Century 21 Wood R.E., 345-
4489, Jim Wood, broker. 
_______________________7/30
2 BEDROOM FOR 2. 1/2 block to
EIU, CATV included, Century 21
Wood R.E, 345-4489, Jim Wood,
broker.
_______________________7/30
LARGE 3 BEDROOM.
Remodeled. 1 block North of
Dominoes. Has energy furnace.
Plenty parking. $175. 348-8792.
______________________ 7/30
GIRLS, NICE 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. No pets.
10 month lease. 345-5048.
_______________________7/28
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 3
PEOPLE. $180 each. Deposit
and last months rent. 3 blocks
from campus. 345-7181.
_______________________7/23
NEWLY FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE with pool table. $250 each for
2, $200 each for 3. Call 348-0288.
__________________________7/30
APARTMENT IN CHARLESTON.
Need 1 roommate for 4 bedroom
house. 4 blocks from Old Main. Free
washer/dryer use. $200/month plus
share utilities. 857-3794.
__________________________7/30
FOR SALE-HONDA CROTCH
ROCKET. $2400 pus helmet and
cover. 581-3396.
__________________________7/28
RIDER MOWER MURRAY, 12 HP,
36’’ only $499. Also mower Lawnboy
with grass bag 4 HP 90 $150. Call
345-9310.
__________________________7/14
CHEVY CELEBRITY STATION
WAGON. 1989 good condition. Just
$2000. Call 345-9310.
__________________7/14
‘86  MUSTANG.   6c l .  au to .
a i r .  power steer and brake.
AM/FM Stereo.  Black.  Good
Condition.  Call Kim 345-5692.
_______________________7/16
FOR SALE: MEN’S 10 SPEED
SCHWINN BICYCLE. Good con-
dition. $35. Linda 581-7055 or
348-8288.
_______________________7/23
MATCHING COUCH AND
CHAIR, DESK AND CHAIR,
CABINET, TWIN BED, WORD
PROCESSOR. OBO. Call Leah
345-5617.
_______________________7/30
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-243-
2435.
______________________ 8/28
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
THE WRITING CENTER The Writing Competency Exam Workshop will
be Tuesday July 15 from 6-8 p.m. and Friday July 18 from 3-5 p.m. in
Coleman Hall 302. ANy student can attend. It is free.
campus clips
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Sports Shorts
Japanese officials get
tough on umpire abuse
ATLANTA (AP) – Baseball
fans have braved the food ban
long enough at Turner Field.
Take the turkey leg out of the
trousers. The Atlanta Braves
announced Thursday that, with-
out further ado, the ban on
bringing food into the stadium
has been lifted.
The new policy is BYOB –
Bring your own bites.
“Starting with tonight’s game,
we will allow food to be
brought in from the outside,’’
said Stan Kasten, Braves presi-
dent.
Fans can pack their own food
and snacks, but canned and bot-
tled drinks are still not allowed.
And don’t even think of bring-
ing alcohol.
The team’s no-food policy
went into effect when Turner
Field opened this season.
Not since prohibition has a
ban been so brutally rebuffed.
Hungry – and broke – fans
dared to sneak in their own
snacks, from smuggling
Snickers in their pockets to hid-
ing turkey legs in their pants.
Atlanta talk radio host Ian
Punnett last month urged fans to
make sneak-a-snack an Atlanta
pastime, as with his trench-coat
pockets stuffed with Milky
Ways, he handed out candy bars
in front of the stadium.
Turner Field finally relents;
allows fans to bring in food
TOKYO (AP) – The American
umpire who quit after being poked
in the chest by a player may have
taught Japanese baseball a lesson.
About a month after Mike
DiMuro left Japan, saying he was
fed up with the way umpires were
treated, a Japanese manager was
suspended Friday for three games
and fined $880 for shoving and
kicking an umpire.
Seibu Lions manager Osamu
Higashio was penalized by the
Pacific League for attacking sec-
ond-base umpire Koichi Tamba.
It was the first time in seven
years that a manager has been sus-
pended for assaulting an umpire.
“We want to eliminate violence
against umpires. Kicking an
umpire is the same as kicking the
league president,’’ league presi-
dent Kazuo Harano told Kyodo
News service Friday.
DiMuro was in Japan to teach
American-style officiating.
Barely two months into his stay,
he ejected a batter for arguing a
strike call. The batter shoved him
in the chest while other players
and managers surrounded
DiMuro.
“I hope that if anything comes
out of this, what comes out is that
no physical assaults will be toler-
ated on umpires and they will be
able to do their jobs safely,’’ the
29-year-old Triple-A umpire said
at the time.
DiMuro’s resignation brought
attention to the lack of respect
given Japanese umpires. They
have been known to change their
calls when confronted by angry
players or managers. At times,
they have even been assaulted on
the field.
Tamba was attacked after the
Lions lost 5-3 to the Kintetsu
Buffaloes Thursday.
Higashio was ejected for
protesting when one of his players
was called out in a play at second
base in the ninth inning.
Special prices now through June 25!
348-8340     634 W. Lincoln
Store Hours:
M - F  10-6
Sat.    10-5
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
in
The Daily
Eastern
News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!
JEM
Fast & Frugal Lunch Specials
Guaranteed to your table in 10 minutes
or it’s FREE!!
Beef B.B.Q...........................$399
Chicken Caesar Salad........$599 
Soup & Sandwich...............$499
Spinach Salad.....................$499 
Ham & Turkey Deli............$399 
Soft Tacos............................$399
Chicken or Tuna Tomato...$499
Guaranteed on Tables of 4 or less all ordering
from Express Menu.  No Substitutions Please.
Health Service Summer Hours
Monday thru Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Full-time and part-time students are eligible to use the Health
Service and Pharmacy.  Part-time students need to pay the
$6.50 pharmacy fee prior to use, each semester.
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center is available to treat 
students after hours for illnesses that need immediate 
attention under the provisions of the student health 
insurance plan for students who carry this coverage.
The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the EIU community.
CINCINNATI (AP) – After
feuding with pitcher Mike
Morgan for the better part of a
week, Cincinnati Reds manager
Ray Knight admitted that he chal-
lenged a manager the same way
during his playing days.
Knight kicked Morgan out of
the clubhouse last Sunday when
the pitcher said he no longer
respected Knight. The two had a
blowup during a game July 4, and
the Reds considered trading
Morgan over the All-Star game
break because of the clash.
Apologies have been
exchanged, settling the matter for
now.
Knight said the thing that upset
him most was Morgan saying he
no longer respected the manager.
“I was so angry and hurt,’’
Knight said. “I’ve had people say
that they didn’t like me, but I’ve
never had people say they didn’t
respect me. That hurt me
immensely.’’ However, Knight
recalled that when he played for
Houston manager Bob Lillis in
1984, he made the same type of
statement.
“I told him I had no respect for
him,’’ Knight said. “I called him a
couple of nasty names.’’ Later
that year, Knight was traded to
the New York Mets for three
players to be named – Gerald
Young, Manny Lee and Mitch
Cook.
Morgan will stick around for at
least awhile because the Reds
have no immediate plans to trade
him. The question is whether
Knight ultimately will survive the
latest example of his problems
with the clubhouse.
Knight, in the second and final
year of his contract, has repeated-
ly hinted to the front office that
he’d like some idea about
whether he’ll be around next year.
General manager Jim Bowden
will say only that the matter will
be decided at season’s end.
Knight raised the question
again Friday in a meeting with
Bowden and came away with no
definitive answer.
“That’s what I’m still searching
for: Am I the best person for this
job?’’ Knight said. “It matters
what the people running the show
think.’’ Knight thinks he is, even
though the Reds have failed to
win during his year-and-a-half on
the job. 
BALTIMORE (AP) – Eric Davis ultimately decided
that the benefit of receiving chemotherapy was more
important than the possibility that the treatment would
ruin his chances of playing baseball again this season.
The Baltimore Orioles outfielder said Friday that he
would receive chemotherapy as follow-up treatment
for cancer surgery. The process, which will be adminis-
tered by Dr. William Isacoff at the UCLA School of
Medicine, will begin Wednesday and take 22 weeks to
complete.
“It boils down to having trust in the medical system
and having the kind of doctors I’ve been able to work
with,’’ Davis said in a conference call Saturday. “Then
meeting with Dr. Isacoff made my decision that much
easier. He just reiterated what the other doctors said –
that it was best for me in the long term and not just in
the short term.’’
Davis, 35, had a cancerous tumor the size of a base-
ball removed from his colon June 13 by Dr. Keith
Lillemoe, who strongly suggested chemotherapy to
keep the disease in check.
But Davis wrestled with the idea of receiving
chemotherapy, opting to discuss the situation with fam-
ily and friends before making a final decision.
The treatment schedule, which begins with six
weeks of chemotherapy followed by two weeks off,
will be administered once a week on an outpatient
basis.
“The doctors can’t tell me when I can start swing-
ing,’’ Davis said. “There’s still a little pain from my
incision; I’m still not twisting and doing stuff like
that.’’
Davis refused to put a timetable on his return, but he
vowed that he would once again play for the Orioles.
BOSTON (AP) – Gov. William
F. Weld stepped up his criticism of
Boston Red Sox outfielder Wil
Cordero, saying he personally
opposes Cordero’s return to the
lineup.
He noted that the team’s decision
was different from that made last
year by New England Patriots
owner Robert Kraft, who dropped
his fifth-round draft pick, Nebraska
lineman Christian Peter, who was
arrested several times on charges
including third degree sexual
assault.
“That’s just tone, message,’’
Weld said of his opposition to
Cordero playing. Cordero went 0-2
Thursday in his first game at
Fenway Park since he allegedly
assaulted his wife on June 11.
“The argument on the other side
is that people can continue to make
a living, then that’s good for the
wife and kids, but the message here
is so open, that that’s why we come
down on the different side of that
one,’’ the governor told reporters
after a Statehouse news conference.
Immediately after Cordero’s
arrest, both Weld and Lt. Gov. Paul
Cellucci said they supported
Middlesex County District
Attorney Tom Reilly in his decision
to prosecute Cordero.
Cellucci, who heads the
Governor’s Commission on
Domestic Violence, said at the
time: “It doesn’t matter who you
are or who you work for. We are
not going to tolerate this kind of
violence in Massachusetts.”
Knight said he was ornery, too
Davis decides chemo over playing
Governor opposes Cordero’s return
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CHICAGO (AP) – If Gary
Gaetti played at Wrigley Field on
a regular basis, who knows what
his power numbers might be.
“I like to hit here. I have that
kind of swing where I hit a lot of
fly balls. Over the course of a
season?’’ Gaetti said Sunday
after hitting his fourth homer in
four days as the St. Louis
Cardinals routed the Chicago
Cubs 11-5.
“I felt comfortable most of the
time,’’ he said. “I’m excited
about playing here. I just had a
good series. It was an enjoyable
weekend. It’s a great baseball
atmosphere. This is baseball. Any
swing of the bat can change the
game here. That’s the way it is.’’
Gaetti’s three-run drive off
Steve Trachsel (4-7) capped a
five-run fifth inning. It was his
10th of the season and his sixth
homer in eight career games at
Wrigley Field, where he also has
10 RBIs in just his second NL
season.
He went 3-for-4 Sunday and
finished the series 9-for-17. He
also took a pitch in the rear end
from Cubs reliever Ramon Tatis
in the eighth inning, right after
Cardinals teammate Ray
Lankford hit a three-run homer.
“He must have been trying to
throw something I couldn’t hit,’’
Gaetti said. “Low and behind me.
That’s a universal weak spot. I’m
glad it wasn’t at my head. He was
probably frustrated.’’
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa was livid after Gaetti was
hit and stood near the batter’s cir-
cle and stared at Tatis as he was
warned by plate umpire Rich
Rieker. Seconds later Tatis was
removed from the game by Cubs
manager Jim Riggleman.
“Those two Latin relievers are
going to get one of their team-
mates hurt. Teams are not going
to stand for that kind of (stuff),’’
La Russa said, referring to Tatis
and to Mel Rojas, who La Russa
claims threw a pitch close to
Gaetti’s head on Saturday.
“It has nothing to do with
Riggleman or the Cubs. Those
relievers are making a serious
mistake. Nobody in baseball
stands for that kind of cheap
shot.’’
Riggleman said he removed
Tatis because he hit Gaetti.
“I don’t allow that,’’ Riggle-
man said. “I told our pitchers
from day one in spring training
when you’re not getting people
out, giving up home runs or any-
thing else, that’s not the solution.
You throw at somebody and
you’re coming out. It won’t be
tolerated.
“Going back to Abner
Doubleday, people think that
when somebody is hitting home
runs off you, you are supposed to
knock him down. It’s the most
ridiculous thing I have ever heard
in baseball, but people believe
that.’’
Todd Stottlemyre (8-6)
allowed four runs and five hits in
6 2-3 innings as the Cardinals
won for the third time in the four-
game series. They had 20 hits
Sunday.
Phil Plantier, recalled from the
minors Sunday, started the fifth
with his first homer, breaking a
1-1 tie.
Trachsel, who hasn’t won in a
month, then walked Stottlemyre
and the Cardinals loaded the
bases on Royce Clayton’s bad-
hop hit and Delino DeShields’
bunt single. Ron Gant’s sacrifice
fly made it 3-1. After Ray
Lankford struck out, Gaetti drove
a Trachsel pitch to left and into
the street for a 6-1 cushion.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) –
It’s taken two weeks for the
Kansas City Royals to make histo-
ry: Their 12-game losing streak is
the longest in the 29-year history
of the franchise.
With Frank Thomas homering
for the third straight game, the
Chicago White Sox held on for a
7-6 victory Sunday.
“In the downest of down times,
people show their true colors,’’
said manager Tony Muser, 0-4
since replacing the fired Bob
Boone as manager Wednesday.
“We’re down. And I haven’t seen
any bad colors.’’
Kansas City rebounded from a
5-0 deficit but stranded 14 run-
ners, leaving the bases loaded in
the ninth. The Royals erased the
previous record of 11 straight loss-
es, set June 27-July 8, 1986, the
year after Kansas City won the
World Series.
“We didn’t expect this at all,’’
said third baseman Bip Roberts,
stranded in the ninth. “That’s why
it’s so dumbfounding. We get
down, we come back. We get
down, we come back. But we
always lose.’’
Albert Belle hit a three-run
homer as the White Sox won their
seventh in a row and swept a four-
game series in Kauffman Stadium
for the first time. Chicago won
despite walking 10 and remained
2{ games behind Cleveland in the
AL Central.
Thomas, the AL’s batting lead-
er, was 9-for-17 in the series,
drove in three runs in each game
and raised his average 10 points to
.378.
“I’d have to say this was one of
my better series in a while,’’ he
said. “We’re playing good base-
ball right now.’’ The Royals, who
dropped to 36-50, haven’t won
since beating Milwaukee 16-3 on
June 27.
“That seems like a long, long
time ago. But you look back over
the streak, I don’t think you’ll find
a single time when we’ve given
up,’’ said shortstop Jay Bell, who
was 3-for-4.
“But we’ve played just well
enough to lose.’
Gaetti, Cards dump Cubs Sox take advantage
of Kansas City’s skid
AMY BLIDY/Assoc. photo editor
Two distance camp runners practice Friday in O’Brien Stadium for an upcoming race.
NEW YORK (AP) – Mike Tyson may get a chance to talk about
boxing even before he tries to climb back into the ring.
The former heavyweight champ, whose infamous ear-biting of
Evander Holyfield last month led to the revocation of his boxing
license and a $3 million fine, could eventually return as an analyst for
Showtime’s boxing broadcast team.
Jay Larkin, an executive producer for Showtime boxing programs,
said Thursday that reports that the cable network was considering hir-
ing Tyson to help deliver the blow-by-blow of matches were premature.
``I will not rule out anything, nor will I endorse anything at this
moment, until I know what Mike is doing with his life,’’ Larkin said.
Tyson was sanctioned Wednesday by the Nevada State Athletic
Commission.
Technically, Tyson is only prevented from boxing in Nevada. But
other states are expected to honor the ban. Tyson can reapply for his
license as early as next year.
Showtime has not had any contact with Tyson since the fight, Larkin
said. And the network, realizing credibility is an issue, would not con-
sider using him as an analyst until he shows he has gotten his life back
on track.
“Mike has a lot of accounting to do, a lot of healing to do. And I
don’t think that throwing him in front of a camera would be the best
thing right now,’’ Larkin said. ``... But at the right time, it’s something
we would do.’’
Tyson may become
Showtime analyst
ST. LOUIS (AP) – It’s time for Dick
Vermeil to shake loose the last of the
cobwebs.
Beginning Monday,  the St .  Louis
Rams’ general manager and coach pre-
sides over his first NFL training camp in
15 years.  Aside from adjust ing to
changes in terminology, Vermeil, 60,
feels he’s ready to jump back into the
game.
As usual since he joined the team, he
doesn’t seem to be acting his age.
“I’m pumped up, I’m really excited,’’
Vermeil said.
Vermeil last coached in the NFL in
1982, long before free agency and salary
caps. He was in the broadcast booth as a
college football analyst before signing a
five-year deal with the Rams, who have
the league’s worst record in the 1990s.
After six months on the job and three
minicamps, he feels he has a handle on
his team. “We’ve got a lot of work to
do,’’ he told reporters before leaving for
camp in Macomb, about 150 miles north
of St. Louis. “You guys know, you’ve
watched this team play.’’
During his  days as coach of  the
Philadelphia Eagles from 1976-82,
Vermeil said he was right on the button
three years in a row when predicting his
won-lost record for his owner. As for the
Rams,  who were 6-10 last  year  and
haven’t had a winning record since 1989,
he’s not forecasting yet.
“But there’s some guys who can play,
and there’s some guys who can play a lot
better than they’ve ever played, and
there’s some guys that don’t know how
well they can play,’’ Vermeil said. “Our
objective is, don’t give them a choice:
they’re going to play better than they’ve
ever played.’’
Vermeil said the rebuilding effort is off
to a good start, with 25 players attending
almost all 60 workouts in an offseason
conditioning program.
“I guarantee you there won’t be a bet-
ter defensive end in terms of condition-
ing in football  than Kevin Carter,’’
Vermeil said. “No possible way can you
work harder.’’
He said the same things about
linebacker Robert Jones and tight end
Ernie Conwell.
“A body can only do so much, and
these guys have asked their bodies to do
way more than I’ve seen football players
ask their bodies to do,’’ Vermeil said.
“They will be in great condition, and I
think they are a reflection of the kind of
leadership we’re getting.’’
From the day he was hired in January,
Vermeil has promised a disciplined boot
camp. He’ll save the two-a-days and full
contact workouts for the first full-squad
practice, set for Friday.
“Hard work is relative to what you’re
used to,’’ he said.
“It’ll be a more intense atmosphere for
a longer period of time and a longer peri-
od of time each practice session.’’ Camp
likely will begin without offensive tackle
Orlando Pace, the No. 1 draft pick.
Vermeil said he’ll be patient. He also
said if Pace isn’t with the team by the
end of the second week he probably
won’t be ready to start the season.
“We aren’t going to punish him and we
aren’t going to hold anything against
him,’’ Vermeil said. “But we’re not going
to put him on the field until he’s ready to
play. And I don’t know how long that
will take.’’
Vermeil on Rams: ‘We’ve got a lot of work to do’
